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BACKG ROU N D

Since the mid-twentieth century, global eco-

nomic and political restructuring dictated by 

the Bretton Wood’s financial institutions (the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the 

World Bank (IBRD)) has resulted in the de-

mocratization of political systems and elec-

toral processes across the world especially 

in the Third World Countries (TWCs).  This 

process, which began after the end of the 

Cold War, has occasioned the ascension of 

democracy as a universally embraced gov-

erning system for delivering social good 

and rendering accountability to the people.

Close to two decade after the military in May 

1999 disengaged from politics and relinquished 

political power to a democratically elected gov-

ernment, six different civilian regimes have 

emerged and there have been five successive 

transitions from one civilian regime to another.  

Despite these seeming successes in democratic 

consolidation and governance in Nigeria, espe-

cially in the Fourth Republic, Nigeria has been 

confronted by a myriad of challenges, amidst 

the challenges, which have confronted demo-

cratic governance in Nigeria since the begin-

ning of the Fourth Republic in 1999, is the lack 

of one of the cardinal tenets of participatory 

democracy which is the orderly change of gov-

ernment through credible, free, fair and period-

ic elections. However, the credibility, freeness 

and fairness of the elections that brought about 

this process have been the subject of thorny 

debates in contemporary national discourse1.

Since the colonial period, Nigeria has organized 

about 21 elections. Apart from the inconclusive 

June 12 elections of 1993 which was adjudged 

to be free, fair and transparent; all the elections 

were characterized by serious and blatant cases 

POLITICAL CONTEXT
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of electoral fraud such as: stuffing of ballot boxes, over bloated voting registers, special treatment 

of voters and election officials, disappearance or destruction of ballot boxes, distortion of results, 

grand standing of political sponsors (or god-fathers), intimidation of voters and political oppo-

nents by law enforcement agents and thugs as well as election related violence, arson and killings. 

Elections in the Fourth Republic is not different, it has  been characterized by monumental irreg-

ularities and violence with magnitude increases with every election.  Nigerians have acquired a 

culture of electoral violence.  Violence has been part of the political culture in Nigeria such that 

all elections since independence are violence-ridden.  All of these elections were substantial-

ly marred by various types of violence associated with party politics and conduct of elections.  

Conducting free and fair election has been a weighty albatross in Nigeria’s repeated attempts at 

sustained democratic governance is a fact widely acknowledged. According to the International 

Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA), the electoral process in the country 

faces many administrative, attitudinal and political problems that have consistently challenge 

meaningful, open and democratic elections in Nigeria2. From the fallout of previous electoral ex-

" W I N N I N G  O R  L O S I N G  O F  T H E 
E L E C T I O N  I S  L E S S  I M P O R TA N T 
T H A N  S T R E N G T H E N I N G  T H E 
C O U N T R Y  ."  -  I N D I R A  G A N D H I

20 
YEARS OF

DEMOCR ACY

6
GENER AL

ELEC TIONS

ercises, elections in Nigeria are 

either undemocratically guided 

or organized to fail or the pro-

cess and the project privatized 

by sections of the political class. 

Following this, there is a con-

sensus that the integrity of elec-

tion has been on the decline. The 

much-anticipated gubernato-

rial election in Bayelsa State is 

scheduled to be on 16th of No-

vember 2019 and giving to re-

cords, elections in Bayelsa State 

are filled with high degrees of one 

electoral violence or the other.
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BAY EL SA  S TATE  IN  CO NTE X T

Bayelsa state is one of the six states that form 

the south-south geopolitical zone of Nige-

ria. The state, which was carved out from old 

Rivers State in October 1st, 1996 is mostly 

descendant of the Ijaw people with eight lo-

cal government areas namely; Brass, Eker-

emor, Nembe, Kolukuma/Opokuma, Og-

bia, Sagbama, Southern Ijaw and Yenagoa.

Over the years Bayelsa state has had continu-

ous record of violence of varying degrees, ow-

ing largely to the over–zealousness despera-

tion of political gladiators to win or remain in 

office at all cost. Electoral politics in Bayelsa 

State right from 1998 have been character-

ized with various forms of election violence, 

ranging from conflict, political abduction, as-

sassinations, arson, cult clashes, political ten-

sion and inter-party clashes pre, during and 

post-election. In addition, ex-militant are 

constant tools used by politicians to perpetu-

ate violence, they use threat to give their pre-

ferred candidates an advantage in the political 

race as reported on the 25th January, 20153.

Transition of gubernatorial power has histori-

cally been teemed with electoral violence in 

Bayelsa. For instance, in 2012, political ten-

sions were high, with reported explosions at 

party secretariats, two bombings suspected 

to be linked to political tensions around the 

gubernatorial elections. Cultist violence tar-
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TOTAL  N U M B ER  O F  REGIS TERED  VOTERS  AN D 
CO LLEC TED  PVC s  A S  AT  11 /02 /2 019  IN  BAY EL SA  S TATE 

geting political aspirants, assassination attempt on politicians and candidate, and kidnappings. 

Moreover, November 2013 election was characterized by kidnapping of youth group mem-

bers and political allies supportive of one political party, an incident that emanated from con-

tinued political tensions surrounding the Ijaw National Congress Elections in October 20124.

Given the history of political and electoral violence, resulting in the 2015 Governorship elections 

declared inconclusive, the need to assess the political atmosphere in the state for 2019 guberna-

torial election is paramount to provide recommendations for the mitigation of electoral violence.

Therefore, upholding the credibility and integrity of elections has become a tool to strengthen-

ing democracy. This commitment towards strengthening democracy is more imperative in Bayelsa 

State as the 2019 gubernatorial election is scheduled to take place on 16th of November, 2019.

153,673

UNCOLLEC TED
PVCS

83.35%

PERCENTAGE OF 
COLLEC TED PVCS 
TO RVs

769,509

COLLEC TED 
PVCS

 923,182

REGISTERED 
VOTERS
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O BJEC TIVE  O F  TH E  S TU DY

CO N DU C T  O F  TH E  S TU DY

KDI’s commitment to deepening democratic processes stimulate her to embark on a pre-election 

survey to scientifically assess electoral risk factors in Bayelsa State ahead of the 2019 guberna-

torial election with a view to identify hotspot zones and early warning signals that could assist 

relevant stakeholders, especially INEC, security agencies and civil society organizations (CSOs) to 

deploy appropriate responses.

The main objectives of the survey focused on: 

This study searches the environment in the run up to the 2019 Bayelsa gubernatorial election. 

The survey for the study was conducted in June 2019 across the eight (8) LGAs of Bayelsa State 

ahead of the 2019 gubernatorial elections, by KDI’s field researchers through a survey. A sample 

size of 678 respondents was drawn using a web-based experiment. Questionnaires were used by 

assessors to elicit responses from respondent. Also, review of secondary sources in addition to 

the questionnaires were used by assessors to ground the analysis.
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RE S PO N D ENTS  O F  TH E  S TU DY

RE S PO N D ENTS  BY  LO C AL  GOVERN M ENT  ARE A

KDI’s pre-election survey explored public opinion on the upcoming Governorship election in Bay-

elsa State. This research was conducted in the 8 Local Government Area of the state ahead of the 

Governorship Election by KDI’s Field Researchers with 678 respondents. 

From the chart below, it can be deduced that majority of the respondents come from Southern 

Ijaw with 134 of the 678 respondents taken as sample. This was followed by Brass LGA with 96 

respondents. The least number of respondents come from Sagbama LGA with 44 respondents. 
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G EN D ER  DIS TRIBUTIO N  O F  RE S PO N D ENTS

AG E  DIS TRIBUTIO N  O F  RE S PO N D ENTS

The chart shows 

that majority of the 

respondents are 

within the youth de-

mographic, ages 18-

35 with 55% while 

the remaining 45% 

are ages 36 above.

The chart shows that 

53% of the respon-

dents were male 

while the remaining 

47% are female.
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Majority of respondents (74%) agreed that the state has experienced one form of electoral vio-

lence or others.  While 13% could not agree to this, the remaining 13% are not sure of the history 

of electoral violence in the state. Evidence shows that a large number of respondents from Eker-

emor agreed that there has been one form of electoral violence in that state at a time or the other 

with 91% agreeing. However, respondents from Brass LGA could not largely agree that electoral 

violence had occurred in the state with the least response of 58%. 

KE Y  FIN DIN GS

HIsTOry Of ELECTOrAL VIOLENCE IN BAyELsA sTATE
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However, a margin between those that are expecting peaceful election and those that believes 

the election will be accompanied with loads of violence is not wide (=4.72%)

The chart below reveals that there is an equal percentage of positive expectations from both gen-

der that the election will be peaceful. However, 8.4% of the respondents who do not agree to this 

are male and 4.0% are female. Certain percent of the respondent are indifferent, they don’t know 

if the election will be peaceful or violent in which 14.6% are male and 13.6% are female.  

E XPEC TATIO N  O F  PE ACEFU L  ELEC TIO N  IN  2 019 

BAY EL SA  G U B ERNATORIAL  ELEC TIO N

E XPEC TATIO N  O F  PE ACEFU L  ELEC TIO N  IN  2 019 

BAY EL SA  G U B ERNATORIAL  ELEC TIO N  BY  G EN D ER
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From the chart below, majority of the respondents who agreed that the election would be peace-

ful are youths within the age bracket (18-35), the youth are also the majority of respondents who 

disagreed and not sure of peaceful elections in Bayelsa State. It however appears as though those 

within the higher age group do not expect much from the election.

E XPEC TATIO N  O F  PE ACEFU L  ELEC TIO N  IN  2 019 

BAY EL SA  G U B ERNATORIAL  ELEC TIO N  BY  AG E



U N CERTAINTIE S  OVER  PE ACEFU L  ELEC TIO N

LIkELIHOOd Of VIOLENCE (HOTsPOT MAPPINg)

From the survey, the possibility of violence is unlikely in Kolokuma/Opokuma local government 

area while Sagbama, Yenagoa and Ogbia are projected to somewhat likely to experience violence. 

However, the remaining four (4) local governments: Ekeremor, Southern Ijaw, Nembe, and Brass 

have a high tendency of experiencing violence. 

likely
Somewhat
likely Unlikely

Likelihood of Violence
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ANALysIs Of THEsE LOCAL gOVErNMENT 

Based on this study the major hotspot for violence is likely to be Ekeremor, Southern Ijaw, Nembe 

and Brass Local Government Areas. These big four make up a significant majority in land mass, popu-

lation and voting strength. Any political party that claim victory in these four local government is 

almost certain to win the governorship race. The sheer size of the quarter makes them the attention 

of any politician who aspires to conquer the political landscape of Bayelsa. It is therefore no sur-

prise that going by history, the local governments have witnessed violence, given their indisputable 

electoral sway. More so, one of the big four, Southern Ijaw, is home for David Lyon, the All Progres-

sive Congress (APC) flag bearer. The pressure to make a point in his homestead by ensuring that he 

claims victory at his local government and in the gubernatorial race is what cannot be thrown away. 

Timipre Sylva, the current Minister of State for Petroleum Resources hails from Okpoama-Brass, 

Brass LGA, following his recent appointment as a minister, there is tendency he would want live to 

every of the promises he has made to deliver Bayelsa governorship for APC as some have alleged 

that he his indebted for his recent appointment. Chief Timipre Sylva was once the governor of Bayel-

sa State under the umbrella of PDP before he defected to APC and share the same senatorial district 

with the media and entertainment tycoon, Ben Murray Bruce of the PDP who is from Akassa Area, 

Brass LGA. Any sense of frustration from either sides could trigger violence because these party 

stalwarts command huge followership. This is why ‘The Big Four’ are highly likely to experience vio-

lence because of their electoral stature. In addition, the ‘Big Four’ are riverine areas. Their topogra-

phy makes it difficult for security operatives and election observers to visit except for trained naval 

forces. This in a way engenders the possibility of electoral malpractice and connected violence.

Yenagoa local government hosts the capital of Bayelsa. To a middling extent is likely to experience 

one form of violence or the other. On one hand, Yenagoa has a history of violence. On the other 

hand, it is an upland area which is going to have heavy security presence as well as observers (both 

national and international) from outside the state. A significant percentage of inhabitants do not hail 

from the state. When it comes to voting, they travel down to the riverine areas, which seriously de-

populates Yenagoa as well as its probability for violence.

Ogbia local Government shares borders with Southern Ijaw, Nembe and Brass, three of the ‘Big Four’ 

who are likely to experience electoral violence. Ayama clan, Otuoke in Ogbia is the home community 
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of Former President Goodluck Ebele Jonathan (GEJ) under the auspices of PDP. By geographical 

association with three LGAs out of the big four LGAs, Ogbia has the potential for violence. It has no 

political aspirant and does not possess the compelling size of the ‘big four’, However, here being a 

stronghold of PDP,  competition might not be tolerated from any angle.  All these depicts that Ogbia 

is somewhat likely to experience one form of violence or the other.

Sagbama LGA is one of the ‘minority four’. Its electoral strength is usually overlooked by many politi-

cal aspirants. It has a history of electoral violence but not as significant as the ‘big four’. Furthermore, 

the incumbent/outgoing governor, Gov. Dickson is from this local government and it was believed 

that PDP’s gubernatorial candidate, Douye Diri is his anointed candidate. Pressure will also be on the 

local government to deliver and continue its relevance in the state politics. It is somewhat likely the 

Local Government to experience electoral violence.

Kolokuma/Opokuma LGA has a near clean history of violence. Even though the LGA have been put 

on the political limelight, because, it has a candidate in person of Senator Douye Diri who is contest-

ing on the platform of PDP but Kolokuma/Opokuma LGA does not have the size and impact of the 

‘big four’.
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ris K  fac to rs  tHat  co u ld  c aus e  elec to r al  vio len ce  IN 

2 019  BAY EL SA  S TATE  G U B ERNATO RIAL  ELEC TIO N

The survey reveals that “Party Thugs (14.17%)” constitute a major risk of the twelve clearly defined 

risk factors that could cause electoral violence, “Vote Buying (14.13%)” is also one risk factor that 

requires attention which followed closely to Party thugs on the risk factor chart. The level of ten-

sion that the “Activities of Cultist (12.74%)” could generate cannot be thrown away, as it is not far in 

degree to the topmost.
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PRO MIN ENT  AC TO RS  THAT  ARE  LIKELY  TO  C AUS E  ELEC TO R AL 

VIO LEN CE  IN  2 019  BAY EL SA  S TATE  G U B ERNATO RIAL  ELEC TIO N 

U NRE S TR AIN ED  AC TIVIT Y  O F  PART Y  TH U G S  IS  A  POTENTIAL  FO R 

VIO LEN CE  IN  2 019  BAY EL SA  S TATE  G U B ERNATO RIAL  ELEC TIO N

LIkELIHOOd Of PrOMINENT ACTOrs THAT COuLd CAusE VIOLENCE  

The survey result shows the actors with the most likelihood of causing electoral violence, their 

actions and inactions that could trigger violence

These actors includes:

• Party Thugs       

• Politicians

• Political Parties

• Security Agencies

• INEC

• Militant/ Armed Group

• Party Agents

• Media 

• Cultist

• Exclusion of Youth, women and certain religious groups
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AC TIVIT Y  O F  PO LITICIAN S  COU LD  B E  COS TLY  IN  TH E 
2 019  BAY EL SA  S TATE  G U B ERNATORIAL  ELEC TIO N

Majority (90.65%) of respondents  in Bayelsa State believes that party thugs are most likely  going 

to cause violence in the elections, while minute number (5.31%) thinks electoral violence is not 

going to be from party thugs. This could not be disassociated from the recent report of explosions 

that rocked the residences of two members of a renowned political party, according to Punch 

Newspaper report, political thugs were suspected to have threw dynamites into these houses of 

the political stalwarts. another is the recent party primaries where thugs made attempts to sub-

due policemen and invade the accreditation centre using explosive and lot of shooting5.

In Bayelsa State, 91% believes overambitious  nature of political actors could cost the state its 

peace in the governorship elections, while small percent (7.4%) are characterized with indecision; 

1.6%  thinks politicians won’t contribute to political uproar.



PO LITIC AL  PARTIE S  (ACRIM O NIOUS  INTERNAL  PART Y 

D EM O CR AC Y  COU LD  LIKELY  B E  A  THRE AT  TO  PE ACE  IN  

TH E  2 019  BAY EL SA  G U B ERNATORIAL  ELEC TIO N)

71.8% of the respondents agreed that activities of political parties most especially lack of internal 

democracy in political parties could trigger violence in the governorship election. Party manage-

ment and structure when not well managed could lead to bitterness and undue intra party rivalry 

that could lead to chaos in elections. This was seen in most of the party primaries done in Bayelsa 

State, many turned chaotic as thugs allegedly hired by aspirants engaged security officers in gun 

battle, even leading aspirant who was believed to have lost the primaries publicly rejected  pri-

mary election results due to inherent flaws bordering on crass disrespect for legal procedures and 

party guidelines6.
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PEOPLE  O F  BAY EL SA  WANTS  S ECU RIT Y  AG EN CIE S 
TO  B E  IMPARTIAL  AN D  S H OW  HIG H  LE VEL  O F  PRO -
FE SSIO NALIS M  IN  TH E  2 019  ELEC TIO N

57% of respondents believes that security agencies could trigger violence in the governorship 

election due to issues identified around them. While, 24% of respondents do not believe so and 

19.6% of respondent don't know what will become of security agents.
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From the chart below, it can be deduced that about 86% of the 57% respondents who believed 

that unlawful interference of security agencies (partiality) could trigger violence also agreed that 

wide variety of issues ranges from fake security agents, poor training and low professionalism of 

security agents (aggressive and excessive use of force, lack of synergy between INEC and security 

agencies) to low sense of safety among members of the public (banditry, kidnapping, assassination 

etc.)

This cannot be far from the perception established in the heart of many after the Ekiti and Osun 

off-circle elections in 2018 and the 2019 general elections. Civil Society organisations and Inter-

national Observers stated in their statements about the low professionalism displayed by security 

agents and militarization of elections which could be a pointer to the voter apathy 7,8. 

Most (84%) of the respondents feels so unsafe and frightened as a voter. Some says they tends to 

stay at home upon seeing the level and number of militaries on the street of communities. Some 

feels unsafe due to cruelty or act of the staunch party supporters otherwise known as party thugs 

which afterall no justice will be served. This established mindset of voters could lead to voter apa-

thy which is not a good quality of democracy.
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IN D EPEN D ENT  NATIO NAL  ELEC TOR AL  CO M MIS -
SIO N  (IN EC)  S H OU LD  N OT  B E  PARTIAL  SAYS  PEO -
PLE  O F  BAY EL SA:  PVC  S H OU LD  B E  DIS TRIBUTED 
PROPERLY  AN D  IN EC  S H OU LD  PL AN  VERY  WELL 
TO  AVOID  ISSU E S  AROU N D  LO GIS TIC S .

Among 678 respondents taken as sample in Bayelsa State, over half of the respondents believe 

that INEC has a major role to play in the 2019 Bayelsa gubernatorial election. Similarly, more than 

half (51%) believed that any display of partisanship by INEC staff could trigger violence as at the 

time when the study was conducted. 

Also, Majority (83.48%) indicated that any show of partisanship from INEC may lead to violence.  

Furthermore, the respodents stated INEC should be an unbiased umpire; they shouldn’t be a tool 

to subvert their will and their decision of who rule for the next four years.
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Finally, 75% felt that PVC distribution is poor due to the fact that they couldn’t access theirs. A 

good number (78%) feels voters needs education on election process and procedure. Inadequate 

voter education could aid violence in elections without any relevant motive.

The chart below shows that 90% of the respondents agreed that activities of cultist groups por-

tend a greater threat while 7% of them could not agree. 

This cannot be dissociated from the rise of cult violence and insecurity in recent times, where cult-

godfathers who are linked with certain aspirant provides  money  and weapons to groups during 

election seasons for  intimidation  and  thuggery.   In elections, cult  gangs  became  highly  active 

within  neighbourhoods  and  communities, political  tensions  far exceeded ethnic/communal ten-

sions during this period as many of the cult clash are politically underpinned.

AC TIVIT Y  O F  CU LT  G ROU PS  COU LD  BRIN G  VIO LEN CE  IN 

2 019  BAY EL SA  G U B ERNATORIAL  ELEC TIO N 
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AC TIVIT Y  O F  MILITANTS/ARM ED  G ROU P  COU LD  BRIN G 

VIO LEN CE  IN  2 019  BAY EL SA  G U B ERNATORIAL  ELEC TIO N 

The chart shows that 84% of the respon-

dents agreed that activities of various 

militant/armed groups portend a greater 

threat while 8% of them could not agree.
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The chart below shows that 69% of the respondents agreed that unlawful activities of party 

agents could portend a greater threat while 19% of them could not agree and 13% remains indif-

ference as regards what could become of the party agents. 

This serious concern is a trend noticeable and drawn since 2015 from off circle elections to 2019 

general elections. Party agents that are duly accredited by INEC to represent a political party or 

candidate to witness the voter registration, display of the Preliminary Register of Voters (PRV), 

polling and counting processes on behalf of his/her political party/candidate at specific registra-

tion, polling and counting venues are the ones disrupting polls. This crippled in, in 2015 and it's 

gradually establishing itself as a threat to elections in Nigeria. 

CO N CERN  ABOUT  PART Y  AG ENTS  IN  TH E  2 019  BAY EL SA 

G U B ERNATORIAL  ELEC TIO N
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The chart below shows that 46% of the respondents agreed that lack of professionalism from the 

media could portend a greater threat to peaceful conduct of election in Bayelsa state while 31% 

of them could not agree with this.

Deliberate disinformation or hoaxes spread via traditional print and social media is really on the 

high side, this is really common on social media. Many uses this to attract viewers to their page or 

timeline so as to generate online advertising revenue. The popularity of social media, primarily the 

Facebook News Feed and Twitter have all been implicated in the spread of fake news. Many post 

theirs as a joke but viewers might not understand the intent, and the share option is not far from 

Nigerians without verifying the source or how authentic that information is. Fake news is written 

and published usually with the intent to mislead viewer and this could incite violence. 

FAKE  N E WS  COU LD  LIKELY  B E  A  MA JOR  THRE AT  IN 
TH E  2 019  BAY EL SA  G U B ERNATORIAL  ELEC TIO N S
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Many of this fake news cannot be disassociated from hate speech which sow hatred in the mind of 

an average Nigerian. The chart below shows that 84% of the respondents agreed that fake news 

and misinformation of public by the media could portend a greater threat to peaceful conduct of 

election in Bayelsa state while 78% of the respondents also agreed that favouritism and partiality 

from the media could trigger same.

Media is an instrumentality that is widely used to store and disseminate information, such tool 

shouldn’t be used as a tool in the hand of any political class or use to communicate hatred. The 

media should show not a pinch of favouritism, they should make their reporting unbiased as many 

counts on them so as to be informed. Many of our respondent sees fake news as a threat to the 

peace of the forthcoming gubernatorial election, thereby they seek to see a measure to curtail it 

as we move into elections.

This chart shows that 82% of the respondents 

agreed that hate speech could portend a greater 

threat to peaceful conduct of election in Bayelsa 

state while 6% of them could not agree with this.
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A large number of the respondents agreed that excluding certain key group most especially the 

youth could portend a greater threat to peaceful conduct of election in Bayelsa state.

• Early Response Framework should be developed by key election stakeholders across the state 

to address identified risk factors and potential flashpoints for electoral violence. 

• A framework for effective response to posts on print, broadcast and social media platforms 

should be established, to proactively prevent and counter fake news which can embitter or 

lead to hate speech before, during and after the elections.

• The security agencies should be trained more on election process and procedure.

• INEC ad-hoc staff and officials should be well trained on display of professionalism at polling 

units and they should shun any show of partiality.

• Aggressive voter education need to be conducted for the populace to understand the elec-

toral cycle and its processes and procedures.

• Civil  society  organisations  should  intensify  their  voter sensitisations  against  electoral  vio-

lence,  upscale  their  peace education, peace initiatives  and  violence  tracking.
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